3rd suit filed in OSU Strauss case

By Jennifer Smola
The Columbus Dispatch

A third lawsuit filed against Ohio State University alleges that university officials knew about sexual abuse by former physician Richard Strauss but failed to stop it and even facilitated it.

The lawsuit was filed late Thursday in federal court in Columbus on behalf of 10 victims, including former Ohio State student Steve Snyder-Hill. Other plaintiffs include Ronald McDaniel, a member of Ohio State's tennis team from 1981 through 1986, and David Mulvin, a member of Ohio State's wrestling team from 1975 through 1979.

The lawsuit also lists seven other former Ohio State students as plaintiffs, all listed as “John Does.”
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Still erasing winter

By Kevin Stankiewicz
The Columbus Dispatch

As far as Shawn Anverse can remember, this past winter was one of the worst for pothole birthing statewide. The Franklin County administrator for the Ohio Department of Transportation said the up-and-down weather made the patching process "very challenging at times."

"We've been busy non-stop since January," said Anverse, who has worked for ODOT for almost 30 years. Data confirm Anverse's recollection, at least in recent years. As of July 1, ODOT had used Still erasing winter

Pothole repair crews have been extra-busy this year

By Kevin Stankiewicz
The Columbus Dispatch
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City workers, from right, Paul Simpson, Kenny Lee and Dave Moore on the steamroller fill potholes Friday along Corr Road on the South Side. That stretch of road will be used by cyclists as part of the Pelotonia route in August. [ADAM CAIRNS/DISPATCH]
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See REPAIRS, A14

Pence making campaign stop in 12th District

By Owen Daugherty
The Columbus Dispatch

Underscoring the stakes in central Ohio’s Aug. 7 special congressional election, Vice President Mike Pence will campaign Monday in Newark for state Sen. Troy Balderson in his bid to represent the 12th District in Washington.

And California Rep. Kevin McCarthy, the House majority leader, was in Columbus on Friday to campaign and raise money for the Zanesville Republican.

See PENCE, A10

President marvels as economy accelerates

By Jim Puzzanghera
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON – The nation’s economic growth surged this spring to top 4 percent for the first time in nearly four years, but analysts have some advice: Enjoy it while you can.

The U.S. economy probably won’t do that again for a while.

Although President Donald Trump promised that the “amazing” second-quarter figure “isn’t a one-time shot,” an unusual Trump marvels as economy accelerates
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